YOU ARE KEY
TO OUR SUCCESS
Ways to support:
Become a "Key Sponsor" by adopting one of the 148
keys played by hands and feet for $200. Sponsors will
receive a certificate of adoption, and a copy of the
complete sponsor map of the console showing all
sponsor names and key locations. Or adopt several!
Become a "Key Society Member" by contributing
$2500+ to the organ campaign. In addition to the
benefits above, Key Society Members will receive
invitations to two special events. Our "Bon Voyage
Tour and Cocktail Party" during the last week of
September 2021 will allow guests to see behind the
scenes of the organ deconstruction before it heads
out for restoration. Upon completion and return,
Key Society Members will be invited to a celebratory
"Welcome Home Party and Concert." (Spring, 2023)
The curious child above, inspired at age 4 at
a concert, went on to study voice, piano, and
cello, and became Head Chorister of the
Choir School at the early age of twelve.
At left, at 14, with the Bishop of Rhode Island.

Keys are limited, so PIPE IN and become part of the
legacy of the Hook & Hastings Organ TODAY!
Thank you for your timely support.

Thanks to the support of hundreds of individuals
and thousands of quarters in our "Quarter Till,"
we've raised $478,000 since 2014. In 2019, a
generous donor pledged a match of up to
$275,000, which applies to the next $106,000 we
receive. Until then, every dollar you give counts as
two. Just $272,000 yet to go to meet the match
and fully fund the $750,000 project!
Scan this QR Code to learn more
about the campaign, and see
current totals & sponsor maps. Or:
saintjohns-newport.org/progress

We'd love to hear from you!
To give online:
tinyurl.com/OrganChallenge
Call us, or email parishoffice@
saintjohns-newport.org
to discuss transfers of stock or
corporate matching gifts

The St. John's music program has given a historic
parish new life, with the formation of The Choir
School of Newport County, a Friends of Music
guild (sponsoring concerts in the church and on
the lawn), and the attraction of summer organ
recitals and orchestral/choral collaborations.
Through these opportunities for engagement
and service, our organ sounds a constant note
and inspires the next generation of community
audience and musicians. The introduction to
children of the instrument's vast repertoire for
sacred & concert use, and captivating emotional
impact, is a gift of incalculable influence.

The new Console (2020):
advanced features,
19th-century style

Work still to be done...
Water-damaged chamber walls will be replastered.
The full historic restoration (September 2021 through
early 2023) will repair hundreds of unstable pipes
physically damaged from 127 years of tunings;
re-create original reservoirs and wooden wind lines
replaced in 1934 with inferior structures; restore leaky
windchests; remove sluggish 1934 pneumatics which
replaced original 1894 tracker pallet & stop actions,
substituting fast & reliable electromagnets; remove
some pipes added in 1934 which impede service
access; restore altered mixtures (tiny pipes) to their
original, more colorful 1894 tonal designs; restore the
painted facades, and clean all 1,769 dirt-choked pipes
to reveal their original clarity, volume, and majesty.

Progress made... on “a 19th-century Steinway”
As we enter the final stage to fund the restoration, we
are reminded of the great accomplishments made to
date. Since 2014, crumpled and missing reed pipes have
been restored and returned to service, and the 1934
Trombone (coiled bass pipes 16 feet long) redeemed
from storage. Hundreds of short recitals, a $275,000
challenge match to kick off major fundraising in 2019,
and special video projects have brought us a wide base
of financial support and new friends. Now it's the home
stretch! Will you lift your voice to join in the chorus?

This work turns the “maintenance clock” back to zero,
for many more generations of service. Our contract is
with nationally-esteemed restorers: slhorgans.com.

The completion of roof and exterior wall restoration
over the past two years enables a watertight, pristine
environment for a full historic restoration program.

ST. JOHN'S 1894 HOOK &
HASTINGS ORGAN

The formerly dreadful & damp blower
"room" (above, installed ca. 1914) has
been made heavenly (at right, 2018)

Two pre-restoration projects—a new "hospital clean"
blower room in the basement, and a new console with
new relay, wiring, and advanced features—have also
been completed, a solid foundation for what is to come.

Clockwise from top left: distorted reed resonators; peeling facade paint;
water-damaged plaster walls (with view of church beyond filthy angled
tops of facade pipes); thick dust & debris choking the smallest pipes
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